Tooth decay

Question & Purpose
What type of drinks affect your teeth?
The problem we are trying to find out in this experiment is what
drinks decay your teeth the most. For example, people say “drinks can
rot your teeth” and we want to put that to the test. In this experiment
we will test what drinks decay your teeth using 6 hard boiled eggs.
We will place one hard boiled egg into a liquid. We will use 6 liquidscoffee, Sunny D, lemonade, Sprite, Coke, water. We want to do this
experiment because we want to see what drinks decay your teeth the
most. Another reason is that we want to tell people what drinks to stay
away from or drink in moderation. The information gained from this
experiment will help other people by helping them stay away from
drinks that can harm your teeth.

Research
.
https://www.ﬂoridabluedental.com
: The sugar in soda combines

with the bacteria in your mouth to form acid,which eats away your
teeth. There is also 50mg of salt in coke and salt damage your tooth
enamel.

https://mettlergriego.com/how-drinking-water-is-good-for-your-teeth-and-gums/#:~:text=Drinki
ng%20Water%20Keeps%20Your%20Mouth%20Clean&text=Acids%20from%20plaque%2C%

:

Water keeps your
mouth clean! Plaque can't build up in a clean, hydrated
mouth.Acids from plaque, food, and beverages can harm your
tooth enamel, but drinking water dilutes acids to help protect
your teeth.

20food%2C%20and,and%20protect%20your%20tooth%20enamel.

https://www.mplsdental.com/lemonade-bad-teeth/: This causes
Tooth enamel to erode. , which can lead to your teeth appearing
yellowish. This can cause your teeth to change color to a brownish
yellowish color because, the acidic in lemonde.
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Research
how Soft Drinks Affect Your Teeth | Florida Blue Dental
https://www.ﬂoridabluedental.com
Sprite weakens your tooth enamel. Sprite could cause your
enamel to erode which could cause making your tooth more
exposed to damage and could also cause tooth decay.H
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https://www.quora.com/Is-sunny-D-bad-for-your-teeth : When
you drink sunny d it comes acidic and attacks your teeth which
softens your enamel. That could lead to your teeth to be open to
a infection decay damage and stains.
https://www.lakewoodsmiles.com/is-black-coffee-bad-for
-your-teeth-separating-fact-from-ﬁction/ : Black coffee can
weaken your Enamel. Another thing is coffee is a Acidic. Coffee
can also cause bacteria growth, and the bacteria can cause tooth
decay or gum disease.

Hypothesis
If we test 6 hard boiled eggs with different drinks, such as water,
Coke, lemonde, Sprite, coffee and SunnyD. To determine, whether
different drinks do to boiled eggs. Then we expect the hard boiled egg
soaked in coke to decay the tooth the most. We base our hypothesis on
the research we have done. We expect the Coke to decay the tooth
better than the other teeth because coke has 55 mlgs of salt then other
drinks.

Variables
Independent variable:

Our independent variable is the drinks.
Which are water, Coke, Lemonde, SunnyD, Sprite, and coffee.

Dependent variable: Our dependent variable measuring how much
the egg decays when placed in each liquid after 4 days of being
submerged in each liquid.

Materials
1 cup of Coke
1 cup of Lemonade
1 cup of water
1 cup of Sprite
1 cup of Sunny D
1 cup of coffee
Six 8 oz. cups
6 hard boiled eggs

Procedure
Step 1: Gather all materials
Step 2: boil eggs in pot for 11-12 minutes
Step 3: measure drinks to be just about 1 cup
Step 4: take picture of eggs before putting in cups
Step 5:

put hard boiled eggs in drinks

Step 6:

wait 4 days

Step 7: take out of drinks and place on paper plates
Step 8: take picture of eggs after being in drinks
Step 9: record and analyze data

Results
Our hypothesis was proved true and false. The
drink that caused the eggs to change the most
out of Sunny D, Sprite and coffee was Sunny D.
Sunny D caused the most decay- the egg cracked
and changed color on the outside and inside. The
drink that caused the most change to the egg the
most was Coke.The Coke had colored the outside
of the egg but surprisingly not inside the egg.
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Conclusion
Our hypothesis was proven true and false. We predicted Coke and
coffee would decay the teeth the most and Coke decayed the tooth the
most, when Sunny D worked better to decay the tooth than coffee.
This happened because Sunny D has acidic so this attract the outer
layer of the of the egg shell, so this ended up breaking through the egg
shell and caused the inside of the egg to change to a yellowish color.
For the Coke the outer shell only change color and when cut open the
egg was the same as before. The reason this happened is because of
the color of the Coke is a brown color so it dyed the egg. Factors that
may have caused this outcome are in the Sunny D there is a acidic
which attacks the outer layer of the tooth. For the Coke there is a
chemical that change the color of the egg to a brown color. We could
further test this project by keeping the eggs in the drinks for 2 more
weeks to see what would happen to the egg. Real world uses for this
information include the creators of sunny and coke should take out the
products the harm your teeth and find other products that make the
drink taste the same and that are safe for your teeth.
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